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Revision 5ce67b7a - 11/01/2019 02:42 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #28157 - Update Ansible Inventory to have host id/params (#652)

History

#1 - 10/30/2019 03:11 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/community-templates/pull/652 added

#2 - 11/01/2019 02:42 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

#3 - 11/01/2019 02:43 PM - Marek Hulán
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added
- Fixed in Releases deleted (2.0.0)

In order to use 1.24 inventory report as backwards compatible source, we also need to include host parameters that we missed. This is super safe change in report template that we tested with AWX already. Hence proposing for cherry-pick.

#4 - 11/01/2019 02:44 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/community-templates/pull/656 added

#5 - 11/01/2019 03:01 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset community-templates|5ce67b7a8c9b2fc5440061f66dc9b4983f1b42.